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INTRODUCTION

Autonomous driving (AD) is expected to have multiple and lasting effects on mobility behavior and the entire transport system. A growing body of literature on AD suggests partially ambivalent and often negative impacts, such as a modal shift away from public transportation (PT) and active modes of transportation to individual motorized traffic (e.g. 1, 2), longer distances travelled due to a changed residential self-selection and the choice of distant locations for activities (3, 4, 5; for instance), induced traffic as AD will provide access to individual mobility for non-drivers like adolescents or elderly (4, 6) and due to empty miles (7). Positive effects, however, are suggested regarding an increase in road and intersection capacity (9, 10), reduced vehicle ownership (11), and reduced costs (12, see 13 for a comprehensive list of implications).

In the field of PT, the emerging technology of automated vehicles may have the potential to help with classical weak points and challenges and contribute to its future robustness. This is what PT providers hope. At the same time, risks are seen: PT itself might become obsolete or PT providers might lose their direct access to customers and be degraded to mere carriers. In addition to PT providers, there are other relevant stakeholder groups, in particular users and local authorities. Their expectations and needs may be varied and contradictory and it could prove difficult to reconcile them.

In this contribution, we place a focus on AD in PT which has been widely neglected so far. In particular, there is little research on how AD might impact PT, how it addresses the challenges PT and municipalities face, and how the integration of such vehicles into existing systems can be achieved in the best possible way. In order to identify favorable settings for AD, we consider and discuss the acceptance requirements of users, providers and local authorities and derive insights on if and how automated driving in PT supports the political goals in the transport and urban development sectors. We seek to answer to the overarching question of how favorable future development pathways for PT in the context of AD may look like, taking into account the acceptance of stakeholders.

METHODOLOGY

We applied a qualitative research approach to explore the new research field of automated driving with a focus on user acceptance and stakeholder perspectives. We used the method of case contrasting regarding the sampling and coding strategy (14). We conducted three workshops: two workshops with users and one with municipal and PT experts in two German cities.

The subject of all of the workshops was the discussion on needs, requirements and challenges regarding AD in PT. In the workshops the participants were introduced to selected use cases and their brief descriptions one after the other. In this paper, we present three use case types: Use Case Type A - Classic bus model but automated, Use Case Type B - Feeder system/ First and last mile and Use Case Type C - Individualized on-demand mobility, that were previously developed in the study.

In the analysis, we created new categories from the empirical evidence for users and experts, sensitive to the partially different focal points the different groups had set. In a further step, we merged both category systems into one and derived three relevant comparison categories - regulation and standards, financing and affordability, and optimization of supply - to make the acceptance requirements of users and experts comparable and identify intersections and conflicts.

FINDINGS

Our findings reflect on the comparison of user, provider and local authorities’ perspectives on AD in PT by the three comparison categories mentioned above.

Regarding regulation and standards, for the users it is relevant that reasonable and sufficient user protection standards are set that hold for all of automated driving providers. A major issue of concern is insecurity and discomfort regarding fellow passengers, particularly regarding ridesharing in small vehicles with a rather
intimate atmosphere or at night. A further need of regulatory action affects the equal spatial distribution and supply availability, new and automated offers should be located in areas which currently lack or have insufficient PT supply before extending an already sufficient supply. PT providers worry about maintaining access to their customers. They see the risk of being reduced to mere carriers by the so-called platform economy and of cherry-picking among customers and routes. For them, a careful deregulation regarding the presently restricted passenger transportation law is a chance to keep up with upcoming private providers. Local authorities see their responsibility in supporting a strong PT as part of a sustainable city and they see the risk of an increase in motorized traffic and a modal shift away from walking and cycling or mass transportation. They require PT providers to improve accessibility where it is needed and not where it is most profitable.

Regarding financing and affordability, while users expect savings potential through automation and lower fares due to the removal of human drivers, PT providers see economic efficiency as key potential of automated driving and expect saving opportunities. Similarly, while users are hesitant of extra offers and premium-tariffs for special and individualized services providers see the chance for new profitable business models. Both, users and local authorities see a conflict between individualized traffic and PT respective to public funding. In their view, the core business of PT should remain the provision of mobility as a public good and be accessible, affordable and functional, rather than comfortable and responsive to individual demands.

Finally, with respect to optimization of supply, for users it is relevant to integrate AD-offers in the overall transport system and improve its connectivity and quality. Remarkably, they are skeptical about an on-demand service due to less calculable arrival times. Similarly, potential problems are associated with smaller vehicles for bearing the risk problems associated with boarding and exiting. Providers, the same as users, see great potential in an integrated transport system to make transfers easier and more comfortable. However, when it comes to cross-provider offers they also see the challenge of conflicting interests and business models. Regarding the use of smaller vehicles the picture is ambivalent. On the one hand, there is the potential for a more efficient capacity management with small vehicles, on the other hand the challenge to provide sufficient capacities without huge investment and capital commitment. While they also see the risk of an increase in motorized traffic they point to the possible benefits of automated driving in bundling transport demand, especially if new users – in particular car drivers – can be attracted to ridesharing and PT. The local authorities, however, are critical about the optimization in terms of more flexibility and demand-responsiveness. They would like to see automated on-demand offers only as additional service and only in limited areas.

CONCLUSION

Against the background of our findings on expectations and needs of different stakeholders we derived hints for favorable use cases addressing the question of recommendable future pathways for public transport.

We first would like to remark on the difference between the user perspective versus the provider and municipal perspectives: In the workshops users were confronted with a scenario in which fully automated driving would be technically and legally possible. In contrast, the municipal and PT experts were supposed to reflect on their actual challenges and activities regarding automatization. Nevertheless, there are many intersecting subjects in which the partly conflicting, partly complementary positions of users, providers, and local authorities develop.

The first use case type (A) - Classic bus model but automated is not likely to conflict with the user needs and political goals of the local authorities as it is essentially business as usual. Considering the exploitation of potentials of AD from the providers’ point of view, this use case does not meet the requirements. Neither is a serious optimization of supply resulting in a raised attractiveness to be expected nor is it a way to face the competition for innovative mobility concepts like dynamic ridesharing.
Use case type B - *Feeder system/ First and last mile* shares many potentials of type C but does comply better with the user needs and political goals. It meets the needs of affordability as it is likely to be integrated in the general PT fares system. Regarding the political goals as well as potentials by bundling transport demand and feeding the mass transportation systems, type B works against congestion and might reduce traffic. Moreover, the level of individualization is moderate so that it does not counteract the assumed principle of PT.

Regarding needs, potentials, as well as political goals, the assessment of use case type C - *Individualized on-demand mobility* is quite ambivalent. A potential benefit of individualization aspects lies in making PT and ridesharing more attractive especially to car drivers. Type C also bears the potential to save money and achieve higher returns. On the other hand, consumer protection standards are challenged and the general availability also in peripheral regions as well as affordability might be difficult to realize. Thus, the political ideal of an equal and democratic PT could be undermined.

Consequently, the acceptance and success of automated driving within public transportation will crucially depend on the chosen use cases. Our findings indicate that AD is far from being the single panacea to ensure PT’s relevance into the future. Rather, the core business needs to be improved in the classic weak points of PT while the classic strengths of PT should not be jeopardized. Use case type C - *Individualized on-demand mobility* represents a pathway of PT that risks these strengths. With its particular role, PT in line with reasonable regulation can play out their influence for shaping a more sustainable transport. Against this background, a favorable pathway of PT could be use case type B - *Feeder system/ First and last mile* for being system-integrated and oriented towards intermodality that keeps the strengths and addresses the weak spots.
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